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PREMIUM

BEACHCOMBER GUARANTEE

Peace of mind that your new hot tub will perform as promised is 
backed by an industry exclusive Guarantee, and not a Limited 
Warranty!

    

PERMA-SEAL™ FOUNDATION

The full thermoplastics foundation encapsulating the bottom of the 
hot tub seals out ground elements like water, moisture and air, and 
prevents critter penetration.

    

ALL-ACTIVE SEATING

All hot tub hydro-massage seats operate at the same time with the 
press of a single button, allowing for a shared hydrotherapy.

    

UL CERTIFIED HEATSHIELD™ COVER

The HEATSHIELD™ Cover creates a vacuum seal around the entire 
perimeter of the hot tub lip to prevent heat loss.

    

BODY CONTOURED ERGONOMIC DESIGN

Hand-sculpted, ergonomically designed seating to support the 
contours of your body for comfort and relaxation.

    

ALL-MOTION HYDROTHERAPY

Full body coverage delivering pressurized streams that pulsate, 
oscillate and knead, with the fusion of injected air and water to 
actively massage targeted areas for pain relief and relaxation.

    

ENERGY SAVER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Complex network of energy management functions enabling the 
world's lowest energy consuming hot tubs with Digital Temperature 
Control.

    

BRITEWERX™ FLEXJETS TRIM

This is a bright, chromed facial trim ring on the face of the FlexJet. 
Britewerx is designed to give extra beauty, sparkle and ambience to 
the hot tub whether empty or filled. Britewerx fixtures allow you to 
choose the number of jets you want.

    

EVERLITE LED MOOD LIGHTING

Beachcomber's main lighting system for underwater use. This light is 
made with MicroStar Technology to produce 256 million different 
shades of digital color. EverLite can be frozen in any shade or color 
that the bather desires.
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FLEXJET CUSTOMIZATION

A massage is unique experience to us all and since we are all 
different, we will have individual preferences for the kind of pressure 
and motion we desire. Hot tubs often come with a predetermined 
set of jets which you have no choice in before or after you have 
received the tub. We offer the FlexJet system gives the user the 
ability to customize the hot tub massage. You can swap jets for FREE 
and choose different combinations within the first 30 days after 
receiving and using your hot tub so you can test which ones are best 
for you to dial in the perfect massage.

    

ECO3WALL 100% CAVITY SEALED INSULATION UPGRADE

The 100% Cavity-Filled Foam Insulation system seals the entire hot 
tub cavity for unparalleled energy efficiency. 

INTERNAL ECO-PAK™

The fully serviceable Internal Eco-Pak system uses the lowest amount 
of horsepower possible to efficiently achieve the maximum flow for 
ultimate full body massage.

ECO4WALL™ 100% CAVITY FILLED INSULATION UPGRADE

Our 100% Cavity Filled Foam Insulation system seals the entire hot 
tub cavity for unparalleled energy efficiency.

   

ALL-WEATHER SAFEAXISS STEPS

Made with non-slip surfacing, the SAFEAXISS™ Steps allow the user 
to access the hot tub from any angle with ease, while multiple tiers 
provide easy entry and exit. The steps are also insulated, and serve 
as a protective cover for the Energy Saver Management System.

   

CAB FORWARD ENGINEERED PAK SYSTEM

Patented design and technology exterior of the hot tub in its cab 
forward construction, provides easy access for maintenance and 
maximum energy savings. The hydrodynamics in design reduces 
horsepower without sacrificing performance.

   

HUSH PUMP SYSTEM

Beachcomber's Hush Pump System™, quietly working in conjunction 
with our Energy Saver Management System and MICROFILTER™, 
effortlessly heats and cleans your hot tub water keeping it fresh and 
clear.

   

PREMIUM ACURALUX ACRYLIC

Beachcomber's thermoplastic, cast acrylic finish that is vacuum 
formed to make the main shell of the hot tub. This finish comes 
standard in a granite texture, with available Metallic finer finishes.

   

CLEARTECH UVC READY

Beachcomber's factory-installed system based on Ultra-Violet light 
technology to purify hot tub water. The ClearTech system 
continuously produces distilled water which is pumped back into the 
hot tub, lowering the demand for chlorine or bromine.
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REFLEX FOOT MASSAGE (RFM)

Reflex Foot Massage (RFM) refers to three or four large jets in RFM 
equipped hot tubs. These jets are designed to provide an 
unparalleled foot massage equal to or better than a professional 
masseuse.

  

ECLIPSE LED LIGHTING

A well-designed programmable LED lighting package that offers small 
hooded points of light in an array of accents to highlight your perfect 
evening.

CRESCENT MOON AMBIENT LIGHTING

Advanced_LED lighting technology illuminates the hot tub with soft 
romantic ambience, and is integrated into sleek curved handgrips for 
safety entry and exit.

 

GUIDING LITE STEP LIGHTING

A lighting package unique to the Hybrid3 Edition's SafeAxiss Steps. 
Four separate lighting pods are included in this step option, with high 
output, long lasting LED light for safety and mood.

 

STAR TRAIL CORNER LIGHTING

Exterior corner LED lighting takes inspiration from the natural beauty 
and motion of the night sky.

ROMAN ARCH WATERFALL

Bring beauty and ambience into your hot tub with these three gently 
flowing streams of water. Control the Roman Arch™ Waterfall 
anywhere from fully off, to full strength, as well as it’s light and 
motion. *Requires Hush Pump for LEEP

EASYTOUCH SMART CONTROL

Experience your hot tub in a whole new way with the newest state-
of-the-art touchscreen control panel that includes a intuitive colour
graphic display. Added features such as panel inversion to flip the 
screen for easy viewing/controlling from inside the tub and the 
option to customize the panel colours gives you the ultimate modern 
hot tub experience.

BIC-E MOBILE APP

The new mobile app transforms your smartphone or smart device 
into the ultimate mobile remote control for your hot tub no matter 
where you are.

QSS AIR CONNECT SOUND SYSTEM

Integrates a wireless sound system into your hot tub with 4 audio 
transducers built behind the tub shell to prevent water damage from 
occurring. Use your smartphone or smart device to stream music or 
play videos in the hot tub so you can feel the audio around you.
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QSS SOUND SYSTEM 4.1

A resonating option for audiophiles, this QSS 4.1 features Smart 
Audio Control includes 4x audio transducers that set the stage for an 
immersive multi-sensory experience as well as 2x deep base 
subwoofers which synthesizes liquid sound technology into music 
you can feel. *only available in the SLB series.

LED LIT CONTROLS

Topside LED Air Lit Controls provides a beautifully integrated 
illumination of all the massage controls and enhanced ambient 
lighting synced with the hot tub’s multicoloured light show. 

CLEARTECH UVC SYSTEM

The ClearTech UVC System Sterilizes 99.9%of bacteria and viruses in 
your hot tub water by using the same powerful UV technology found 
in water treatment plants and hospitals.

CLEARBLUE IONIZER SYSTEM (RECOMMENDED)

The ClearBlue Ionizer is the best way to lower maintenance and 
reduce chemicals in your hot tub making it our most popular hot tub 
option. It uses natural zinc, copper and silver to control bacteria so 
you can use much less chlorine or bromine than you could in a 
traditional hot tub. Owners and family members of Lakeshore Pools 
all use this system so it’s easy to keep hot tub water looking crystal 
clear with minimal effort.
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